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Fossett’s wife wants
him declared dead

I

t is ofﬁcial. Winter quarter
has begun. Winter quarter always brings about
a variety of mixed emotions.
As the days get shorter, the
hours of classes consequently
feel longer, and that ﬁrst period class becomes increasing
unattractive. In contrast, the
holiday season brings about a
sense of excitement. Around
campus, Christmas trees begin to appear, the residence
halls have a decorating contest, and the annual lighting
of campus ceremony occurs.
It is also the season of giving.
Nearly all of the organizations
on campus begin to collect
funds for those in need.
The passing from one quarter to the next is bittersweet.
Some friends leave to pursue
other opportunities, while
others come back with amazing stories of studying abroad
and fascinating research. Other students graduate and begin their new lives outside of
Rose. The freshmen have just
become accustomed Rose’s
culture and are beginning
their ﬁrst quarter as experienced Rose student. Freshman mechanical engineering major Anastasia Tarpeh
stated, “First term went well.

Green fever takes over Rose
Tim Olmsted
Staff Writer

T

his week the Rose-Hulman Sustainability
Club had student volunteers sign a “contract” stating that they will help conserve
energy around campus. In the Hulman Memorial Union this past Wednesday and in the Commons on Thursday, the club advertised their
goal of reducing energy expenditure by 10% between December and April.
The resources they were concentrating on
were electricity, paper, and water with helpful
tips such as shutting down computers when
not in use, run full loads of laundry, use ﬂuorescent light bulbs, et cetera.
The electricity at Rose costs approximately
1.2 million dollars annually. The club hopes to

save about $35,000, out of which is spent on a
beneﬁt for those who signed up—a free mp3
player. One of their strategies involves circulating a petition on ANGEL to lower the thermostat
a degree in all buildings, a fund drive to install
motion sensor light switches in classrooms, a
campus compost heap, and a campus garden.
Rose has not been idle in reducing energy
expenditures. Some of the strategies that the
school has already implemented include waterless urinals in restrooms in Olin and Moench, turning off climate control systems
in buildings without occupancy from 11:00
p.m. to 6:00 a.m., using compact ﬂuorescent
light bulbs where possible, and purchasing a
thermal imaging camera to identify locations
where the most improvement to efﬁciency can
be gained.

http://www.waterless.com/images/
kalahari.jpg

Part of Rose’s sustainability
initiative includes installation
of waterless no-ﬂush urinals
in men’s restrooms.

In this issue of the Rose Thorn...
“Ace Combat 6” and
album reviews
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It didn’t take
long for me
to adjust to
Rose, especially
because of the
endless resources here
to help you.
I’m glad second
term
has started.
Now I ofﬁcially have
only
eight
and a half
more years!”
Another
difference
on campus
is the faculty
members.
Some faculty
Albert Mui / Rose Thorn
members are
sitting out The Commons is ﬂooded with students (recently returned from the Thanksgiving
the quarter, recess) the ﬁrst day of winter quarter.
while others
have joined. Alan Czyzews- mality at ISU. He generally projects and course work,
ki, a professor from Indiana teaches required accounting seniors also begin the job or
State University, is teach- classes for business majors at graduate school search and
ing Managerial Accounting ISU. At Rose, he is teaching start looking towards a new
two days a week on campus. a class that students elected chapter in our lives.” Junior
civil engineering major Tim
Czyzewski explained that to take.
teaching at Rose provides
Other students are excited Sliwinski added, “It feels
“a different school, different about upcoming challenges. good to ﬁnally be back in the
students, at a different point Senior software engineering groove of things. Extracurin the program.” Czyzewski and computer science major riculars are beginning to get
said that this experience Bryan Musial stated, “Senior interesting, and I’m starting
would provide him a refresh- year is exciting! In addition to research graduate school.
ing change from the nor- to working on challenging Boy has time ﬂown by!”

IN

This Christmas, many people will begin
to see LED (light-emitting diode) Christmas lights on the store shelves. Energyconscious consumers will now have the
option to save money on their electric bill
because of this. The reason is that LED
lights use one-tenth of the energy of the
time-honored incandescent bulb. The
only drawback is the upfront cost for the
bulbs. They can be twice as expensive as
the conventional lights. Besides energy usage, LED lights have the added advantage
that they will last up to 200 times longer
than the regular bulbs. This will prevent
consumers from trying to ﬁnd that one
broken light that makes the entire strand
not light up. LEDs are also less of a ﬁre risk
since they operate at much
cooler temperatures.

Staff Writer

UR

LED Christmas lights
save energy, money

http://zoehep.xent.com/~bsittler/snowﬂake_smooth.png

Rachel Howser

Splashback and holidays
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Women’s fall sports
did awesome

“While slowly
pulling up,
wiggle tool side
to side...”
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The telecommunications giant, Verizon, has recently announced that it will
be relaxing the control of their network.
Starting in 2008, they will begin supporting any device or software application on
their network. The minor catch is that the
device will have to properly connect to
the network. The company will be publishing their technical standards for connecting to the communications network
at the beginning of next year. Any person
wishing to use a device on the network
will need to have it certiﬁed by the company for a “surprisingly reasonable” fee.
One company executive went so far as to
say that if someone wanted to connect a
device that they made in their basement
using a breadboard, they would do it after
it’s certiﬁed to work properly with the network. The reason the company has made
this move is to satisfy a small but growing
niche of customers.

Students return to to face second
act of 07-08 school year

FLIPSIDE

Verizon to loosen
its grip
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Winter quarter begins

News
Briefs
By Kyle Kamischke
The wife of Steve Fossett, the missing adventurer, has asked a Cook County
court to declare him dead. “As difﬁcult as
it is for me…I no longer hold out any hope
that Steve has survived,” wrote Peggy Fossett in the court documents she ﬁled. The
last time Fossett was seen was in September. He was ﬂying a single-engine plane
over the Sierra Nevada mountain range.
When he did not return, a search began
that came to include thousands of volunteers. Rick Rains of the San Diego Sheriff’s
Department said that if Fossett was able
to survive and ﬁnd water, he would have
been able to signal searchers. No one that
was involved in the search feels that the
adventurer is still alive after all this time.

TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA
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PUZZLES & CLASSIFIEDS

Rose-doku
by Jim Sedoff

Instructions:

Solve the puzzle by ﬁlling in the blanks but be
careful to not repeat the symbols (T, H, A, N,
K, S, G, I and V) vertically, horizontally or within
the bold 3x3 sub-grid squares.

The Rose Thorn

Name-thatby J.P.
artist Verkamp
• This week’s artist has been
recording and performing
almost twice as long as most
students here at Rose have
been alive, first recording
with a high school friend for
Duel Records in 1960.
• From the 1960s through
most of the 1980s this artist continued to be one of
the most popular pop music
artists of the time with 37
top 40 singles. Of those, 12
reached the top 10 and three
were number one hits. With
all of these hit singles comes
a great number of albums,
including 28 studio albums,
seven live albums, and 22
compilations some released
as recently as last year.
• In 1984, this artist was inducted into the Songwriters Hall of Fame. Although
eligible for the Rock And
Roll Hall of Fame since 1989,
he has thus far been passed

over. In addition, this artist is somewhat unique in
the fact that he is the copyright owner, unlike the norm
where the recording company or another party holds
the copyrights to an artist or
groups songs.
• Married twice, in 1963 and
1969, this artist has four
children. When divorcing
his second wife in 1995, the
settlement was the fourth
largest at the time, totaling
over $150 million. When
asked for comment, this artist responded with, “she has
earned every penny.”
For anyone that can remember that far back, last
time’s group was composed
of musician/actor duo Kyle
Gass and Jack Black, better known as Tenacious D.
For this week’s answer, go
to http://www.rose-hulman.
edu/thorn.

Find the answers at:
http://www.rose-hulman.edu
/thorn

CLASSIFIEDS
Sharp Flats
Thinking about living off-campus for the ‘08-’09 school
year? Visit www.sharpﬂats.com or call (812)-877-1146.
Sharp Flats East located next to Rose-Hulman campus.
Sharp Flats in town located on or near South 6th Street.

Gibson Apartments

Sharp Flats

Apartment for rent

Need a place to live right now? Check out Sharp Flats
East. Just a ﬁve minute walk to campus. We have studios,
efﬁciencies and one bedrooms. Some units are furnished
and some include all utilities. Check us out www.sharpﬂats.com or call us at (812) 877-1146.

Large, furnished three bedroom apartment available
beginning Fall quarter. Nine month lease. $675 includes utilities. Contact Dr. Ditteon (CL104, Box 171,
ext. 8247 or 299-5182) for more information.

House for rent
3 bd., spacious, quiet for study, EXTRA NICE!
Call 232-6977 after 11 am. Please leave ph #.

1 - 2 -3 -4 bedroom apts. $390 and up some include all utilities but lights. NO pets. Gibson Apts 234-4884.
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New quarter
new classes
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What
to do
when
a class
just
doesn’t
ﬁt

Scott Gallmeier
Staff Writer

T

his week, as with the ﬁrst
week of every quarter, students are allowed to drop
and add classes through the
Registrar’s ofﬁce. Many students
ﬁnd dropping and adding a class
a necessary route due to grade
replacements, major requirements, or lack of desire to take
the registered course.
The process of dropping and
adding a course is a simple one,
requiring only one small form
from the Registrar’s ofﬁce and
the signatures of all parties involved in the change. However,
the decision to drop and add a
class is a complex one according
to Tim Prickel, Rose-Hulman’s
Registrar. He suggests that students think the process through
and discuss it with their advisor
before any decision is reached.
However, students must decide soon if they want to add a
class due to the deadline being
today. This deadline also signiﬁes the last chance to remove a
class without any record of it. After this point, students still have
the chance to drop a class without penalty until Friday of sixth
week. Doing such would result in
“W/S”, or “Withdrawal Satisfactory” on the students transcript.
Prickel recommends, as with the
Add/Drop considerations in the

ﬁrst week of the term, to discuss
any decision of this matter with
an academic advisor. This process can be completed similarly
to that of the Add/Drop form
of the ﬁrst week, but now also
requiring Pete Gustafson’s, the
Dean of Students, signature. If
a student decides after the 6th
week to drop a class he or she
is in, they still can, but with a
penalty. The penalty for dropping a class after the 6th week is
a “W/F”, or “Withdrawal Failing”,
equating to an F for the GPA calculations of that student.
In hopes of assisting students to having a better quarter,
Prickel offers up some advice
on to how to handle this quarter and the concept of dropping
a class. He offers the scenario
of entering your sixth week.
At some point, students enter
sixth week with an F and begin
to ask themselves questions
about what would be beneficial
to the rest of their college career
in regards to this class. If you
know there is little hope of you
passing the class, it would most
likely be in your best interest
to drop the class, otherwise, if
you think you can do decently
enough that you will be happy
with the grade you receive, stay
with the class. He offers this
advice as many students fear
dropping a class because they
might fall behind in their major schedule, yet, if one fails the
class they are falling behind in,
not only will they be behind but
they also will carry the weight of
the F on their GPA, which goes
against his policy of “becoming academically healthy”. He
likes to refer to this as a “strategic drop,” in the sense that one
looses no more progress than
otherwise, and also doesn’t hurt
their GPA in the progress. Strategic drops, like all other drops,
should be discussed with an
academic advisor.

Facebook builds ties with ABC News
Michal Labik
Harvard Crimson

S

tudents who spend hours
looking at proﬁles on Facebook.com — the popular
social networking site founded at
Harvard — can now employ their
stalker talents to follow the 2008
presidential election.
Facebook and ABC News have
recently added a new feature to
the Facebook application “U.S.
Politics,” in which 13 ABC reporters will regularly update their
Facebook proﬁles with news and
videos about the presidential candidates they tail.
Facebook and ABC News also
announced on Monday that they
would co-sponsor two presidential debates in New Hampshire on
January 5, only three days before
the primary election.
“I’m all for it,” said Washington
Post reporter Maralee Schwartz, an
IOP fellow who leads a study group
on connecting politicians with
voters. “These kids do not turn on
ABC Nightly News, so it works for
the students because they can get
some political information.”
The collaboration is a sign that
Facebook is taking on a new role
by promoting political discussion
on its network, said John G. Palfrey,
Jr. ‘94, the executive director of the
Berkman Center for Internet and
Society and a professor at Harvard
Law School.
“It would be a very good sign for
American politics if we saw more

young people engage in political
discussion,” he added.
Jose Antonio Vargas, a political reporter for The Washington
Post, believes that the application
could even increase the number of
young voters.
“There’s still plenty of students
out there who aren’t politically
active, and all it takes now is one
click,” he said. “We live in a clickable democracy.”
One of ABC’s participating reporters is Sunlen M. Miller, who
covers Barack Obama’s campaign.
Miller said she updates her Facebook page daily, and has communicated with Facebook users who
ask her questions about the campaign through private messages or
on her wall.
“Facebook is a great way for
me to do additional reporting on
something that doesn’t get space
on the ABC Web site,” she said.
Not all politicos, however, are
quick to sing the praises of the collaboration.
Jarret A. Zafran ‘09, president of
Harvard Democrats, doubts the
application will have much impact
at Harvard. He said that Harvard is
already saturated with political information.
“The campus is very politically
active as it is,” he said, saying that
the “U.S. Politics” application on
Facebook could be better used as
a tool for campaign managers to
contact potential volunteers and
gather information on their constituency.

NEWS

Ohio State U. students
drink in class

Caitlin Sampsel

The Lantern

W

hen some students go
out for a drink during
the week, it can deter
them from their homework.
For Bob Szuter, a senior in finance at Ohio State University,
it is his homework.
Szuter is a student in Food
Science and Technology 170,
wine and beer in Western culture. The class offers optional out-of-class taste
testings for students 21 and
older in Columbus bars and
wineries.
“Class is always full,”
he said. “(The professor)
doesn’t take attendance,
but people are generally
interested in class. There’s
some good dialogue and
some good opportunities to
learn.”
Food Science and Technology 170 is a three-credithour course open to students of any rank in any
major and covers the history and production of wine, beer
and spirits.
Professor Jeff Culbertson
teaches the 90-person class
and said the course was created
about 12 years ago to cover an
integral part of the food and
drink industry.
“It’s a very educational course,”
he said. “In a class like that, people are more comfortable talking.
They ask more questions when

they’re not memorizing Latin
names of microorganisms.”
The course is set up to take a
tour of the world, and students
learn the origins behind the beverages. Other than the atypical
out-of-class tastings, Szuter said
it is set up as a typical elective,
with three exams and lectures.
“It’s a lot of fun,” Culbertson
said. “We get into a lot of history, and Columbus has really
great places for various tastings

“

Now, I actually
know what to recommend my tables
and actually have
been able to teach
my customers a few
things...

3

are servers for a part-time job.
“I’ve been working in restaurants for the last seven years,
and pretty much, up until this
quarter, I BS’ed my way through
wine presentations and beer
and wine suggestions,” she said.
“Now, I actually know what to
recommend my tables and actually have been able to teach
a couple of my customers a few
things they may not have known
about the product.”
Szuter said despite his
business background, the
course complements the
skills learned in his other
classes.
“I think it’s important to
know about wines and their
differences so when you go
to a meeting or have dinner
with a client, you can look
at a wine menu and understand differences between
a merlot and cabernet,” he
said. “Don’t just take it as a
blow-off class. If you have
an open mind, there’s some
really good information you
could learn.”
Culbertson said he does not
want to turn students into wine
and beer snobs. He has formatted the course to teach students
how to develop a personal palate and appreciation for wines,
beers and spirits, not preach
which wines go best with certain meals.
“It’ll probably serve (students) many ways down the
line,” he said.

”

— lots of ethnic places. I want to
lead them by the hand to show
them some great places.”
Glynis Cumming, a junior in
hospitality management, is a
server at a local bar and hopes
to own her own restaurant one
day. She said this class has
helped her professionally, and
would recommend it to anyone
involved in the restaurant business — even non-majors who

What Can You Get
with Your Signature?
Mac & cheese for the semester
Textbooks — some even worth reading
A laptop that keeps you connected
X

(sign here)

What Can You Get with Our Signature Student Loan®?
Once you’ve tapped out all free money and federal student
loan options, fund the remaining cost of your education with
Sallie Mae’s popular private loan—the Signature Student Loan.

Wondering if you qualify?
For more information and to apply, go to

SallieMae.com/rose
SALLIE MAE RESERVES THE RIGHT TO MODIFY OR DISCONTINUE LOAN PROGRAMS AT ANY TIME
WITHOUT NOTICE.
Signature Student Loans are funded by Sallie Mae Bank® or a Sallie Mae lender partner. Sallie Mae, Sallie Mae Bank, and
Signature Student Loan are registered service marks of Sallie Mae, Inc. SLM Corporation and its subsidiaries, including
Sallie Mae, Inc., are not sponsored by or agencies of the United States of America. Copyright 2007 by Sallie Mae, Inc.
All rights reserved. 9/07
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ENTERTAINMENT

Ben Collins

Album reviews

Guest Writer

Dancing with Angels

Ryan Schultz
News Editor

Priestess’s First Album, “Hello
Master,” which has met with a
great deal of success with singles
such as the most recognizable
song “Lay Down” from the “Guitar
Hero III” song list. In addition to
this, the band has several songs
in other video games such as
“Project Gotham,” “NHL 07,” and
“Need for Speed: Carbon.” The
placement of their music in these
games is very appropriate; the
songs are truly awesome. When I
ﬁrst began listening to Priestess,
I had trouble getting away from
my favorite songs which I had encountered on Youtube, Lay Down
and Talk to Her. The songs were
so appealing I ventured to get the
album and was greatly surprised;
the entire album ﬂows well and
each song has its own appeal,
which again was surprising when
the group was deﬁned as “stoner
rock.” This is a deﬁnite for fans
of the hard rock and metal scene
and is great album beyond the
initial hook of “oh, that’s a song on
Guitar Hero.”
Songs to listen to: “Lay Down”,
“Talk to Her”, “Performance”,
“Time Will Cut You Down”, “Run
Home”
Ofﬁcial Thorn rating: 4 elephants

In a similar case with Priestess, I grabbed this Tegan and
Sara album with the similar
expectation of listening only to
the singles. After beating Priestess like a dead horse, I finally
got around to listening to this
album and I didn’t know exactly
what I was hearing. I can only
describe these young twin’s
music as one thing; hauntingly
beautiful. Most of the songs on
the album are songs about relationships which is normally
a personal turn off but the lyrics spoke volumes to their talent as songwriters. The main
selling point isn’t the lyrics but
the simplicity and the power of
their duo guitar work. Throughout the album they stay on this
level of excellence both musically and lyrically and take it in
new directions every song. This
isn’t my usual rock album by far
but it’s really something beyond
some of the music out there now
and it deserves a listen.
Songs to Listen to: “Living
Room”, “Time Running”, “Monday Monday Monday”, “Terrible
Storm”
Ofﬁcial Thorn rating: 3.5 elephants

Music from the games:
Guitar heroes beware
Ben Collins
Guest Writer
With the release of the “Guitar
Hero” series and “Rock Band,”
many people have considered
taking the Guitar Hero persona
to new levels. In the general case,
this means that they ﬁnally have
implanted into their minds that
song A from group B is awesome
to play in “Guitar Hero,” hence
group B is somebody I should listen to. In the more extreme case,
there are the few individuals who
believe that now that they rocked
the songs, they are ready to rock
the world with their own guitar, most likely paid for by their
mom, touring local clubs and
wondering why they get kicked
out of clubs when they just can’t
nail their solo. If you’ve reached
this state, you’re too far gone my
friend. Pray you married young
and that you can throw the guitar
in a wood chipper to feed your
family and move on. For you
other more casual and less hardcore readers, the question is what
kind of albums you should buy to
soothe your rock desires?
The big point of the track
lists on “Rock Band” and “Guitar
Hero” are these are songs that are
popular enough to be recognized
and adds incentive to the player
to be rocking out with their favorite songs. This is also true with the
bonus song content as the bands
while being less “mainstream”
are still rising stars in the music
world. Everything you’re playing

in the game is some of the most
popular music these bands have
to offer so of course you’re going
to be led in with an expectation
of what is good from the band
and what is bad. While it’s alright
to have expectations, a band cannot be judged by one song. A
band also cannot be judged by a
slew of singles. If everybody really listened to KISS, they’d see
an entirely different picture than
that of “Detroit Rock City.”
This is the simple point
of what I’m saying; buyer, beware. When you ﬁrst break into
liking a band for their one song,
develop that into more of a
search for what the band is. If you
want to read reviews, that helps
but music is supposed to be experienced, not manhandled by
sponsored writers trying to sell
the CD. If the option is there, try
and listen to the CD your favorite song is on. If you like the CD,
awesome, if not, maybe the group
doesn’t have the all around feel
you like. If that’s the case, greatest hits albums are a nice middle
ground though it again distorts
the expectations the listener has
of the group. These options are
absolutely better than just buying the single; it’s a waste to put
yourself in the “musical corner”
and just cut yourself off from exposing your mind to new things
that you might like. At least in
following through on a band, you
might ﬁnd something else you
like and then you can say you’ve
broken out of the constant loop
that is the game track list.

The Rose Thorn

Flight simulators generally
come in one of two breeds – the
pure simulator (ala “Microsoft
Flight Simulator”) where the
planes perform true-to-life, or
the arcade variety, where the
planes are little more than cool
tools to blow stuff up. Which of
these two ﬂags a game ﬂies determine its overall characteristics,
and what a gamer should expect.
“Ace Combat 6: Fires of Liberation” for Xbox 360 is a game that
(mostly) successfully attempts
to bridge the gap between these
two polar sub-genres.
You take on the role of “Talisman,” an ace pilot in the Emmerian military. On a calm spring
day, the capital of Emmeria,

Gracemeria, is attacked by the
Republic of Estovakia. It is your
job (being the super-soldier ace
pilot you are) to take them all out
and regain control of Emmeria.
“Ace Combat 6” is all about
aerial warfare, and reach for
the skies it does. The campaign
features near-endless tutorials
(trust me, you’ll need them) and
ﬁfteen barrel-blazin’ missilelaunchin’ bomb-droppin’ missions with enough explosions to
rattle your windows (and deﬁnitely bother your neighbors).
But truly engaging dogﬁghts
would lose appeal if not visually impressive. For 95% of the
game, “Ace Combat 6” delivers outrageous eye-candy. The
framerate is rock solid and very
rarely gets bogged down. Clouds
and smoke effects are fantastic,
and ﬂying really looks like ﬂying
thanks to actual satellite imagery, gorgeous terrain, and impressive atmospheric haze and
particle effects. A couple of the
missions even featured detailed
cityscapes and villages – with
one catch. Most of the skyscrapers and larger buildings feature
full-3D models, but the smaller,
more-mundane buildings are
ﬂat Google Earth-style textures.
It looks sweet from 2000 feet, but
drop below 1000 and the lowerquality ground and building textures become readily apparent.
As for the planes themselves,
well, they steal the show. ”Ace
Combat 6” is a licensed prod-
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uct of Boeing, BAE Systems,
Lockheed Martin, and Northrop
Grumman, among others. Aircraft are meticulously detailed
and feature realistic control surface motion, and cockpits with
working gauges and heads-updisplays. They handle as you
would expect them to – ﬂying the
A-10 is like ﬂying a bulldozer and
the F-22 is a neck-snapping thrill
ride. All of the simulation-quality details are ﬂeshed out including vapor cones off the wings
and afterburner trails (with the
correct number of mach disks,
of course).
The end of every mission features a full-level replay, with cinematic-quality camera effects,
angles, and music. All those
wobbling turns and frenetic
ﬁghting fade into what looks like

player is “treated” to a cut-scene
that, regrettably, is no more than
a melodramatic mess that attempts to make the kiddy-poolshallow storyline into a diving
well of human-interest. Please.
These are bad, bad, bad. The
voice acting is atrocious – the
Estovakians have stereotypical
eastern-European accents and
the other characters all seem to
have perpetual colds or serious
cases of depression…I couldn’t
tell which. The storyline itself
is laughable – it gives no time
reference (is this a conﬂict that
lasts days or months or years?),
follows irrelevant and uninteresting caricatures of war-stricken folk, and force-feeds the idea
that all wars are really “brothers
ﬁghting brothers.” Yuck. Counter to the gritty realism of “Call of
Duty’s” cut-scenes and storyline,
“Ace Combat 6’s” featurettes are
unpolished junk out of some
hippy’s diary. The characters in
the cut-scenes are fond of calling jets “angels,” and even more
fond of telling each other to “go
dance with the angels.” To me,
that sounds like a rather polite
way of verbally ﬂipping someone
the bird, but to them is a term of
endearment. The phrase is grating and fanatically over-used; it’s
uttered at least once a cut-scene.

www.teamxbox.com

The graphics for this game are realistic enough that the editor occasionally worried that the screenshots were actually pictures of jets.
“Top Gun 2,” a polished and entertaining way to watch yourself
wipe the map clean of Estovakians. And, much like “Halo 3,”
you can save the replay to the
Xbox 360’s hard drive and show
your friends. Honestly, I found
it to be a well-polished yet gimmicky feature, cool but mostly
worthless.
Jets screaming, missiles exploding, bombs falling – “Ace
Combat 6” roars in any room.
The designers obviously understood the importance of quality sound. Unfortunately, they
didn’t understand balance, as
the game does not have its optimum sound settings set from
the get-go. I found that when I
turned down the voices a lot and
music a little and really let the
afterburners loose, it made the
game waaay better.
Between each mission the

1234 WABASH AVE.
Store Hours...
Mon-Wed: 9am - 1am
Thurs-Sat: 9am - 2am
Sunday: 12pm - 12am

232-PAPA

(Ironically, this fall’s “Bioshock”
featured the same phrase, but it
ﬁts in that game’s allegorical parable. In this one, it’s awful.)
“Ace Combat 6: Fires of Liberation” is a mixed bag. On one
hand, the game has all of the
makings of a blockbuster – killer
graphics, sound, and authentic
(and licensed) aircraft. On the
other, it has perhaps the worst
story to come out of Videogameland since “The Krion Conquest,” so bad, in fact, that it
detracts from the legitimately
brilliant aspects of the game.
That being said, “Ace Combat 6”
is an entertaining way to take to
the skies and satisfy your inner
ace, all without having to don a
jumpsuit.
Ofﬁcial Thorn rating: 3.5 elephants
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Battle of the blues:
how to fend off the
winter blahs
Christopher Smith
Rose-Hulman Staff
Counselor
As the winter quarter begins it is important to start
off right in order to work toward having a positive and
rewarding experience. As the
seasons change, the weather
gets colder, and it gets dark
earlier, you may find that
you feel tired more often and
have less energy. If you are
not paying attention to these
feelings they may negatively
impact your school performance. If you plan ahead
you can combat the winter’s
effects on mood and energy.
The first thing to remember is
to get plenty of sunlight. Our
internal clocks need sunlight
to keep them regulated, and
the more time you can get
in the light the better. This
can be achieved by sitting in
a room with plenty of windows or going outside when
the sun is out. Of course remember to have sunscreen
because even in the winter
you need to protect your
skin from UV rays. In addition to getting plenty of light
you also want to maintain a
sleep schedule. Developing

a routine so you can get up
at the same time and get to
bed at the same time can be
helpful in providing you the
time to get as much light as
possible. Adequate sleep can
also help ward off feelings
of fatigue and sadness. Getting a good night’s sleep and
having a sleep schedule will
allow you to schedule time to
exercise. Exercise is important to keeping positive and
healthy this is especially true
during the winter months.
Getting daily exercise can
help keep you energized and
also has been shown to boost
moods. Lastly, eat healthy
meals and avoid overeating.
When the body gets the right
amount of nutrients from
food it functions better, and a
healthy body helps maintain
a healthy mind. If you prepare now while the quarter
is still early it will help you in
the long run. In this instance
it is especially true that an
“ounce of prevention is worth
a pound of cure.”
This information is not intended to diagnose, treat, or
prevent any disease or disorder. Nor is it intended to replace a consultation with a
mental health provider.

Mysterious
Infestation
Cari Harper
Living Layout
Manager
I settled in front of my laptop
this week refreshed and ready to
take on the challenges of school
and the newspaper. As per usual,
chaos struck shortly after. It has
come to my attention that the
Rose Thorn is currently suffering
from an infestation. I am unsure
of the details and can only guess
what sort of sinister liason occurred between my unattended
laptop and cordless mouse over
the break to produce this:

Get a good close look at him.
Cute right? Until you try to delete
him. The little sucker can run into
the network and hide in the system ﬁles faster than you can save
a JPG. You’d think after the third
run-around with him he’d learn
to stay off the Thorn pages, but
I think he keeps returning simply
to spite me. Or maybe it’s part of

a sinister plot to duplicate himself into over 1000 copies every
week for use in taking over the
world. Either way, I am smarter
(in other words lazier) than he is,
and going to enlist outside help.
That help is you, the Thorn reader. I don’t know where he is going
to show up next, but I ﬁgure that
if you can keep track of him over
the winter term, I can hunt down
his EXE or catch him based on
predicting where he is most likely
to appear.
Now ‘what is my incentive?’
you may be asking yourself.
‘Why, the satisfaction of knowing
you did a good deed and aided an
esteemed member of the Thorn
staff’ is my reply. However, I’m
factoring in the fact that no one
reads my section to allow me the
ability to offer a small tangible reward if you bring me him circled
in the subsequent issues of the
paper (because everyone knows
that is how you capture a 2D
creature). To clarify the requirements for reward: in all issues of
the Thorn from this issue to the
second to last issue of the term,
you will ﬁnd him, circle him, and
hold onto the full page on which
you found him to turn in.
I will refrain from mentioning him hence-forth in an effort
to avoid arousing his suspicion
(and reduce the number of prizes
I have to give out). Codename
Fuzzy must be stopped.
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Sustainability for both Rose
and your wallet

Ryan Schultz

(some courtesy of the Department of Energy, some courtesy of
dear ol’ common sense).

News Editor

Going green is a big topic these
days, and it seems the fever has
1)
Turn down your heat in
spread to Rose. Earlier this year, your room. Turning down the
President Jakubowski announced thermostat by as little as three
that Rose had joined other colleg- degrees can save up to 10% on
es in the “Climate Commitment an electric or utility bill.
2)
If your room has a
Initiative,” an effort of more than
330 colleges to become climate south-facing window, open the
neutral. And, in an all.campus e- blinds during the day. Not only
will the sunmail sent earlier this week,
shine light up
Sustainability
your
room,
Sustainability Club it will also
Club issued
a
challenge
warm the air
to
students
and the administra- and help you
to
decrease
feel better.
Rose’s
elec3)
Tu r n
tion have thrown
off your lights
trical energy
down the gauntlet,
when
you
consumption
leave
your
by 10% between Decemchallenging the
room. (Speakber and April.
ing of, why are
campus community the lights in
Sustainability Club and
the academic
the
adminbuildings still
istration have thrown down the on full-blast at 2 in the morning?
gauntlet, challenging the campus They are, a couple late-nights in
community to think beyond the the mechatronics lab proved that
conﬁnes of 5500 Wabash to the to me)
impact of our campus on the sur4)
Turn off A/V equipment
rounding environment.
in academic buildings when
One of the principle problems you’re done using it (ahem…prowith this sort of challenge, how- fessors?). Not only do projectors
ever, is ﬁnding the motivation. and sound systems hog a ton of
What can I, one person, do to electricity, their components
save electricity and conserve? are scary expensive to replace (a
Here are some ridiculously bulb for a classroom projector
simple things you can do to sig- runs around $300).
niﬁcantly help the environment
5)
Don’t print off a website

“

”

or a textbook or the internet on
a networked printer. Print what
you need – no more, no less.
6)
Recycle, recycle, recycle. Rather than throwing away
that beer can, rinse it out, and
put it on a shelf. Next time you
venture into The Haute and have
amassed a sizeable recycling collection, take it to one of the local
recycling centers.
7)
Turn
off
your
computer(s). That 500W beast
you have chugs through electricity like a Hummer goes through
gas. At the very least, put it to
sleep when you’re not using it
(that goes for faculty and staff as
well).
8)
Use a power strip and
kill power to devices when not
in use. Many electrical components draw phantom power,
even while off.
9)
Fix that drafty window.
Or, if you’re not particularly handy, talk to your RA and have him
or her take care of it.
10)
Don’t idle your car for
more than two minutes. Starting a car is roughly equivalent to
idling for a minute and a half. So,
while you’re waiting for someone,
just park it – chances are, they’ll
be longer than two minutes.
See? That list wasn’t so bad!
Saving energy isn’t something
that requires a left-wing nut-job
to pull off…just a little common
sense and cognizance that the
world is bigger than you.

How to...

Have a successful

David Bander

Festivus

Staff Writer

Step One: Buy or make a Festivus Pole.
Festivus Poles are generally six feet tall, and made of aluminum due to its very high strength to weight
ratio. It does not require decoration.

Step Two: Make a meatloaf, or spaghetti in a red sauce.
If you decide to make meatloaf, I would use the following recipe:
1 teaspoon prepared horseradish
1 teaspoon dry mustard
1/4 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon pepper
1 pound ground beef, moistened
1/2 onion, ﬁnely chopped
1 egg
2 teaspoons Worcestershire sauce
1 cup bread crumbs
1 cup ketchup
Preheat oven to 350 degrees F.
In a small bowl, mix together the horseradish, mustard, salt, and pepper. Set aside.
In large bowl, mix ground beef, onion, egg, and Worcestershire sauce.
Add contents of small bowl and mix thoroughly.
Add the bread crumbs and combine well.
Place mixture into a 1-pound loaf pan.
Pour ketchup over top and place in oven.
Bake uncovered for 45 to 60 minutes.
If you go for the spaghetti in a red sauce, get some spaghetti and cook it. Put Prego on it.

Step Three: Celebrate with the Airing of Grievances and the Feats
of Strength.
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OPINIONS

Downright hilarious
And the
opinion
is...

Andrew Klusman
Opinions Editor
This past week had both sad
news and optimistic news, but
nothing compares to what happened in a Niagara Falls courtroom
in 2005.
On the morning of March 11,
2005, Judge Robert Restaino was
presiding over a series of domestic violence cases when he heard
a cell phone ring. At this point in
time he told the courtroom, “Ev-

ery single person is going to jail
in this courtroom unless I get that
instrument now.” Security ofﬁcers
attempted to ﬁnd the phone, but
had failed. After a brief recess had
occurred, Judge Restaino returned
to the bench, and asked one more
time who was responsible for the
ringing phone.
No one came forward and admitted to having the cell phone,
and he ordered all forty-six of
them to be taken into custody and
set bail at $1,500. He was quoted
as saying, “This person, whoever
he or she may be, doesn’t have
a whole lot of concern. Let’s see
how much concern they have
when they are sitting in the back
there with all the rest of you.”
One defendant, according to the
report, complained to the judge,
saying “This is not fair to the rest
of us,” to which the judge replied,

Campus

“I know it isn’t.”
It’s hard to know who was acting more childish, the judge or the
courtroom, given that these are
all grown adults, but it sounded
so much like a third-grade classroom. It is quite a travesty to see
nowadays that people simply do
not have the intestinal fortitude to
stand up and take responsibility
for their actions. All of this could
have been avoided had the person taken one of many actions.
First, he or she could’ve turned
off the cell phone and had some
respect for the courtroom. Second, he could have set the ringer
to “vibrate,” since nearly every
cell phone made has this setting.
Third, the person could have just
admitted to their fault, apologized, and moved on with life.
But then again, we wouldn’t
have this great news story.

Insights

Weekly, the Opinions page will be posing a question to the campus community. Send your thoughts to opinions@rose-hulman.edu and the
following week a selection of campus opinions will be published.
This week’s question is:

What are your thoughts about Sustainability Club’s
“Pledge to reduce energy” campaign to reduce consumption on campus?

Tim Olmsted

The Rose Thorn

Seriously
Mark Minster
Assistant Professor
of English
Since I haven’t made it onto
the Flipside much this year—at
least not with the phrases I think
are funnest—I managed to ﬁnagle my way into a little space
here in Opinions, a little room of
my own where I can opine about
“issues.”
Today’s issues are two things
that crack me up.
The ﬁrst is snarky blogs, from
Crummy Church Signs to The
“Blog” of “Unnecessary” Quotation Marks to Apostrophe Abuse.
It doesn’t take much to amuse
me. But church signs that say
doofy things like “Relief comes in
the morning when you’ve been
on your knees all night,” posters
that use quotations excessively
or inexplicably (e.g., “Jesus” Is
Coming), and wall-hangings

with lamentably obtrusive apostrophes (“Employee’s Only”—really? his one and only?)—all of
this stuff slays me, destroys me.
The second “issue,” equally
funny to me, is the complaint
I’ve heard, mostly through the
grapevine, about our school’s
waterless urinals mysteriously
causing extra “splashback” (necessary quotes, btw: I’m quoting).
Seriously.
Splashback?
It
seems obvious that saving money and thousands of gallons of
water is worth a slight difference
in odor (though, let’s be honest,
“Urinal Cake” was never going
to make it as a Chanel scent).
But, gents, dudes, people with
the Y chromosome: if you’re
getting excessive “splashback”
(excessive quotes, here: sorry),
you’re not using the equipment
correctly. And by “equipment” I
don’t mean the urinals.

Deﬁnitions:

• apostrophe: a medieval torture device used
by grammarians who might otherwise have
nothing to do
• doofy: e.g., things Miss Teen South Carolina
might say
• funnest: not a typo; the superlative of “fun,”
as in fun, funner, funnest
• ﬁnagle: an Irish typo
• lamentably: you should know this one already
• opine: of, or pertaining to, eggs (I think)
• splashback: [my lawyer advises me not to
answer this question]

That holiday season in December

Staff Writer
I thoroughly detest having to
leave my room between Thanksgiving and Christmas.
Going
anywhere immediately results in
my senses being assaulted by the
sights, sounds, and plastic smiles
of the commercial season.
I hate Christmas lights displayed on buildings. It just doesn’t
do anything other than show off
that either you are a cheapskate,
or you were competitive enough
to mortgage your house to run a
display that diverts airplane pilots. If you belong to the lower
class, you usually have to pull off
a second mortgage to foot the en-

John Pinkus
Staff Writer
The ‘elixir of life’ does not exist;
it is inevitable that you will return
to dust. Obviously, there is a litany
of reasons why a person ceases
electronic activity in their brains.
However, the most common reason for this moratorium, for our
age group, is an activity that is considered a privilege and not a right.
The activity is highly advertised in
a multitude of ways: the items that
allow for the activity to occur in the
ﬁrst place, the horde of liquid substances along with services that allow the items to function properly,
and the possible ﬁnancial coverage
if the item shall reach a destination
that isn’t favorable to the party involved with the direct control of
said item. It is a large reduction in

ergy bill that is more than the rest
of the year combined. Additionally, these displays are terribly distracting while driving. Most of us
will look when we see something
ﬂashing, something which Christmas lights capitalize on.
Then there is this really weird
phenomena of people deciding
that they ought to be nice because
it is the Christmas season. You
can immediately tell because they
are patently out of practice. If you
decide that it would be a good
time to be nice merely because it
is the Christmas season, you really
need to rethink what kind of person you are. Just because it is not
Christmas does not give you an
excuse to be a jerk the rest of the

year. If anything, be a jerk during the Christmas season and not
during the rest of the year. People
might like you better. Even better still, if you know you are a jerk
during the rest of the year, why are
you a jerk?
Then there is the incredibly annoying debate of “Merry Christmas” versus “Happy Holidays”
versus “Season’s greetings”. Give it
a rest people! If you are annoyed
by the fact that people are willing
to acknowledge your existence
with a seasonal context, you may
be the kind of person who doesn’t
need to be acknowledged in the
ﬁrst place. Almost, but not quite
worse is the bending over backwards to try to be as speciﬁcally

non-speciﬁc as possible. Stop insulting mine and everyone else’s
intelligence and just say what you
want. “Happy period between
Thanksgiving and New Year’s to
you too!”
Then there is the constant fundraising running rampant during
the holidays. People have already
spent their hard earned money
putting up Christmas lights. Do
you think that they can afford to
eat, much less give you money?
Even if I give people the beneﬁt of
the doubt there is still the fact that
every corporation has its “winter giving drive”. There is a whole
45 weeks out of the year that you
could be soliciting donations. For
some strange reason they always

congregate around Christmas.
Finally, it is annoying having to
hear the same hackneyed songs
by defunct artists, year after year.
Any artist who puts out a Christmas album (with the exception of
Mannheim Steamroller who made
it on the charts by selling Christmas
music) has run out of creativity
and it shows. Artists feel obligated
to regale the captive audience with
every ﬂashy tool in their arsenal.
The result is bad music. I don’t
need to hear multiple versions of
“A Holly Jolly Christmas.” To make
things worse, most of the time the
songs are usually only in one genre,
so you get the soft rock versions all
the time. All I want for Christmas
are some ear plugs!

travel time that has lead us to accept all the inherit risk of driving
motor vehicles.
How risky you might be wondering; well thankfully our tax dollars
have been put to good use in at
least one regard. For the Centers
of Disease Control and Prevention
(which is in the Department of
Health and Human Services) is gracious enough to publish the leading causes of death for various age
groups in this country. In 2003 for
individuals aged 15-24, the leading
cause of death was motor vehicle
fatalities, including pedestrians,
passengers, and drivers involved
in accidents associated with motor
vehicles. The actual number was
10,736; to put this in perspective,
the next leading cause was murder with 5,268. Therefore, a person
our age is 2 times more likely to die
in motor vehicle accident than be

killed by another person; the number expands to 2.7 for suicide, 6.5
for cancer, 22.7 for work related
fatalities (including highway accidents (this is 2006 Bureau of Labor
Statistics data, by the way)), and 61
for AIDS, just to name a few.
All right, I am sorry for the last
paragraph being quasi-report like
(I didn’t reference out of spite,
use Google if you care). The only
reason why I had to list them is to
demonstrate how dangerous the
daily activity of driving really is. I
have heard many people worried
about the safety of other modes of
transportation along with dangerous activities they might embark
on (white water rafting, sky diving, and such). Though truth be
typed, it is more likely to perish
on the car ride over to the locations where these activities are
initiated, then the actual activities

itself. I wonder how many people
realize that.
There are also a number of
other things I question about the
driving of motor vehicles. For instance, why is the brake light the
same color as the “car is moving
light”. If I was designing a car I
would try making it at obvious as
possible a person was applying
the break pedal. This would be
achieved by manufacturing the
break light to be a white light, the
“back up” light would get switched
to a green or something. I wonder
how much money has spent in
construction and maintenance of
a useless blinking yellow light in
the middle of a state road intersection. Nobody slows down in
these intersections, due to having
the right of way. Also, why does a
school bus stop in the middle of
a railroad track? It would make

sense to stop before the tracks,
but I have seen many buses stop
on the actual track themselves.
If a train is actually approaching,
isn’t the bus driver just putting
his passengers in more danger by
stopping?
Naturally there are many other aspects of driving I wonder
about (gasoline prices, highway
billboards, tailgaters...), but all of
these thoughts occur while I am
driving. Usually, it is when I am
on I-70 or I-465. So, I am being
distracted by these thoughts, by
the mundane task of driving, during a time when I am traveling at
the highest speeds I drive. Most
of these thoughts don’t occupy
my brain recently, I mostly think
about how much quickly I change
the course my entire life by a simple turning of my wrist because
every action has . . .
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Engineer Scoreboard
Men’s Basketball
1-4 (0-0)

Women’s Basketball
1-2 (0-0)

November 16
Rose-Hulman
at Montclair State U.

68
56

November 16
Tri-State University
at Rose-Hulman

72
52

November 17
Rose-Hulman
at Manhattanville

60
74

November 17
Earlham College
at Rose-Hulman

36
59

November 20
Rose-Hulman
at Fontbonne U.

65
66

November 20
Rose-Hulman
31
at Illinois Inst. of Tech. 45

November 25
Rose-Hulman
at Millikin University

54
60

November 28
Rose-Hulman
at Wabash College

60
63

Wrestling
November 17
Olivet College Duals
Olivet, MI
0-4 Dual Mark

Swimming and Diving
November 3
Wabash College
Crawfordsville, IN

M-2nd, W-3rd

November 10
Lindenwood University
Terre Haute, IN

M-2nd, W-2nd

November 16-17
Wabash College Invitational
Terre Haute, IN

M-8th, W-8th

Four student-athletes
earn Academic
All-American honors
Rose-Hulman News
Rose student-athletes combined for four ESPN The Magazine Academic All-American
awards this fall, including a pair
of first-team honorees.
The effort marks the most
Academic All-Americans in one
sports season at Rose-Hulman
since four football teammates
were chosen for the honor in
1988.
Soccer standouts Jennifer
Gordon and Matt Trowbridge
earned first-team Academic AllAmerican honors after leading
the teams to a combined 31-9-2
record this fall.
Football teammates Bill Guiney and Thomas Reives captured
second-team recognition after
helping the football team finish
its best season since 1994 at 7-3.
Gordon was named HCAC
Most Valuable Player this season after recording the most assists by an NCAA Division I, II or
III player. Her total of 26 assists
leads all players in all divisions
and ranks as the seventh most
assists in the history of NCAA Division III Women’s Soccer.
The biomedical engineering
and mechanical engineering double major ranks fourth in school
history with 83 career points
and holds the college career
mark with 49 assists. Her efforts
helped Rose-Hulman achieve a
19-3 record, the HCAC championship and the team’s first ever
appearance in the NCAA Division
III Tournament this season.
This
season,
Trowbridge
earned HCAC co-Most Valuable
Player honors after leading the
conference with 21 goals and 47

points. His totals, which included 10 more goals than any player
in the HCAC this season, rank
11th among all NCAA Division III
players this season.
The civil engineering major
completed his career with 45
goals and 110 points to rank second in Rose-Hulman history in
both categories. His efforts have
helped the Engineers achieve a
39-16-4 record over the past three
seasons, including a pair of second-place finishes in the HCAC.
Guiney ranks fifth in school
history with six career fumble
recoveries and fell just one shy
of tying Rose-Hulman’s career
school record. He finished third
on the team with 53 tackles, including 37 solo efforts.
The mechanical engineering
major emerged as big play threat
in the Engineer secondary this
season, as the team’s only play
with an interception, forced fumble, fumble recovery and sack
during the 2007 season.
Reives returned a kickoff 98
yards for a touchdown for the
first Engineer kickoff return for a
score since the 1989 season. The
big play threat amassed six of the
team’s seven plays that covered
50 or more yards this fall and led
the HCAC in average yards per reception at 21.9.
On the year, Reives hauled in
29 pass receptions for 634 yards
and four touchdowns and also
returned 16 kickoffs for 372 yards.
He ranked third in the league in
receiving yards per game.
Guiney and Reives helped the
Engineer senior class complete
their career with a 22-18 record,
the best mark by a Rose-Hulman
graduating class since 1990.
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Women forceful this fall
Tim Boyer
Staff Writer
Having only started women’s
sports a little more than a decade
ago, Rose-Hulman women’s athletics have come a long way. With
most programs starting in 1995,
many have gained a reputation of
excellence with exceptional seasons and exceptional athletes.
Something still in recent memory of students would be from
last winter when the women’s
basketball team set the bar for
the squads in the years to come.
They showed a great amount of
development since the season
two years prior where their record was almost the opposite
of the 21-5 record the Engineers
earned in their 2006-07 campaign.
This fall, more women’s sports
have made their mark outside of
the conference. Senior Rachel

Krasich qualified for the Division III Cross Country National
Championships. Krasich earned
the first national championship
appearance of any female in the
history of athletics at Rose-Hulman. She finished the six kilometer race with a time of 23:15,
ending the race among the top
half of the contenders to place
138 out of 280.
Also this fall, sophomore Sam
Danesis earned regional recognition along with freshman Megan
Chann with Danesis receiving
the number 10 spot in the central region and the pair earning
the nine spot for doubles from
the Intercollegiate Tennis Association. Danesis finished this
season 16-3 to boost her career
so far here at Rose-Hulman to
36-6. This year and last she was
named the HCAC Player of the
Year.
Last, but certainly not least,

would be this fall’s women’s soccer team who earned the first
HCAC conference championship for Rose as we enter the second year in the conference. The
women’s soccer team was also
the first Rose-Hulman athletic
team to qualify for the NCAA Division III National Tournament
since the men’s basketball team
qualified for the tournament
eight years prior in 1999. The
team broke numerous school
records including most wins in
a season as they completed their
season at 19-3 with a 1-0 loss to
Denison in the first round of the
national tournament.
With all of these women’s
teams having consecutive winning seasons and regional and
national recognition, it only sets
the bar higher for female athletes in the future and improves
Rose-Hulman’s reputation for
women’s athletics.

Pictures by Rose-Hulman News
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Wacky prof quotes

Why am I sleeping in class?

“What’s a LinkedList? I don’t
know, his hair’s bugging
me!” – Dr. Boutell, on bad
feedback in course evaluations

Aaron Meles
Editor-in-Chief

“My body as shielding will
be very expensive.” – Dr.
Song, who is apparently
one of those “classy” human shields

“Four gigs of RAM is more
than enough, unless
you’re doing scientiﬁc
calculations or running
Windows Vista.” – Dr.
Merkle, experiencing buyer’s remorse
“At no point will my hands
leave my wrists.” – Prof.
Devasher, who doesn’t understand probability as
well as he thinks
“If you’re mixing a drink
in your blender and the
blade is about to fail, you
might as well ﬁnish up.”
– Dr. Gibson, who has got
his priorities straight

New Flipside Editer
10. Usurp his throne! From henceforth, Matthew Melton is ofﬁcially the editor of the Flipside! Woot! (Ed: Wait, what’s going
on? – ARM)

8. Dance Party Dance Party Dance PARTY!!!

Test your Anglo-IQ
with a few matching puzzles from England, the land
where people speak English English, gaining pounds is
good, and everything is small and old. Can you ﬁgure
out what they’re bloody saying? Match the English on
the left with the American translation on the right

PUZZLE

5. Ofﬁcially declare Molly G the Editoress of the Flipside. Because she’s a girl. And she told me to. (Let me rephrase that, because she is a girl, this is Rose, and she told me to.)
4. Another Themed Flipside! Spanglish anyone? How about one
with Kazakhstanimation? Ooh! best yet, an all Binary Flipside!
3. Dance Dance Dance…Party Party PARTY!!!! (Ed: Melton!!!
– ARM)
2. Seeing that I am running out of space, I will now be changing
the top ten to the top 14 or so. Because I’m the editor. And I can.
HA! (Ed: I still own you, you little creep! – ARM)

a) trash

2. rubbish

b) shopping cart

15. Ofﬁcially declare a civil war on Clerc…and thus the rest of
Great Britain by association. (It’s okay – they’re 0 for 1 in these!)
(Ed: Alright, that’s just plain untrue. They’re actually batting
.500. The War of 1812. Read it. – ARM)

3. trolley

c) line

14. Dance Dance…Party Party…Dance Dance…PARTY!!!!

4. trollied

d) Tony Blair

13. Finish the #$%^ing Dance Party (Ed: You’re damn straight
you’re done! – ARM)

5. Prime Minister Gordon Brown

e) trash can; you put rubbish in
this

6. wheely bin
f) wasted; drunk
8. battered

g) sophisticated; also, one of the
spice girls

12. Refrain from mentioning Dance Party in the next Flipside
11. Tar and feather (or should it be maim…) the next person
that mentions “Dance” or…no, they can still mention party. Just
not “Dance Party.”
1. Write another tidbit challenging freshmen to lake people –
but get Alex laked this time. (Wait…he’s in Great Britain….we
can ocean him!)

THE SECOND
a) soda (pop)

2. a pound

b) kayaking

3. ﬁzzy drink

c) Mickey D’s Dollar Menu

4. gormless

d) bummed out

5. punting

e) mouth
Pound

6. Dance Party! GO Dance Party!

1. queue

1. gob

6. McDonald’s
Menu

THE FIRST

7. A Top Ten Clips Top Ten! She think’s my calculator’s sexy,
Video Games Are Better Than Girls, even Hertz! Bring em all
back! We’re going old school! (Ed: Why are there 15 items on this?
– ARM)

Answers: 1-c,2-a,3-b,4-f,5-d,6-e,7-g,8-f

PUZZLE

9. As my ﬁrst order of business, I declare a week long ﬂipside
dance party starting…NOW

7. posh

Send your prof quotes to
ﬂipside@rose-hulman.edu

Top Ten ﬁfteen or so
things to do with our
editor gone
Matt Melton

“For those who have a propensity to sleep, shut your
eyes.” – Dr. Herniter, practicing his famous “hypnotize everyone in the room
simultaneously” trick
“I don’t know why people
are committing suicide
in their teenage years
when they could be playing with op-amps.” – Dr.
Hoover, excited that you
can buy op-amps at Radio
Shack for 30 cents.

The Rose Thorn

Saver

f ) two dollars and seven cents
g) bathing suit

7. gutted
h) zoned-out
8. swimming costume
Answers: 1-e,2-f,3-a,4-h,5-b,6-c,7-d,8-g

PUZZLE

THE THIRD

1. brolly

a) truck

2. telly

b) crotch peep

3. lorry

c) don’t wanna

4. minging

d) umbrella

5. minge shot

e) puke with a side of barf

6. can’t be arsed

f ) the letter Z

7. zed

g) TV

8. steak and kidney pie with a side
black pudding

h) gross

Erin Hudson - Staff Cartooninator

Answers: 1-d,2-g,3-a,4-h,5-b,6-c,7-f,8-e

All unattributed material created by Alex Clerc. The stuff in the Flipside never has and never will reﬂect the opinions of the Rose Thorn at large... not even I agree with this crap. There are many things one misses when being away from the Haute... oh, how my nose misses
those hazy, meaty, midnight smells. I think this is what they call TBR withdrawal... And boy do I miss Fratty Ice, nectar of the cheap beer gods. And I miss Mexican food... and Mexicans in general. And Kraft singles. And my three SUV’s. And bald eagles. And soccer.

